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9am Registration

9.30am The Dig Tree Dilemma: New Evidence on the

Identity of Burke and Wills Depot Tree on

Cooper Creek and its Implications for

Cultural Heritage Management

Dr David Phoenix

10am Robert O’Hara Burke: Courage and

Perseverance

James McCourt

10.30am Enduring Heritage: The Numismatics and

Philately of Burke and Wills

Professor John Pearn

11am Morning tea

11.30am King, Kin and Country: Burke, Wills, King and

Yandruwandha

Aaron Patterson

12pm Dr Hermann Beckler MD: A German Doctor in

Practice in Moreton Bay 1856-1858 and his

Role with the Victorian Exploring Expedition

David Dodd

12.30pm Australia’s Most Ambitious Exploration of the

19th Century: Courage, Perseverance, Bad

Luck and Foolishness

Philip Castle

1pm Conclusion



Speaker Dr David Phoenix

Topic The Dig Tree Dilemma: New Evidence on the Identity of

Burke and Wills Depot Tree on Cooper Creek and its

Implications for Cultural Heritage Management

Synopsis Archival evidence indicates that the coolabah tree

currently known as Burke and Wills' 'Dig Tree' on Cooper

Creek was not the tree carved to mark the buried stores

left for Burke's party on their return from the Gulf of

Carpentaria. Nevertheless, the tree has become iconic

and it is seen to epitomise the tragedy of the expedition.

This paper proposes that a nearby, less impressive

coolabah, is the real 'Dig Tree' and analyses the possible

implications for heritage interpretation and values.

Biography Dr David Phoenix is president of the Burke and Wills

Historical Society. He became interested in the Burke and

Wills Expedition while living at the remote desert town of

Innamincka on Cooper's Creek, the site of many of the

dramatic events that occurred in 1861. He wrote his PhD

thesis about the expedition, and as part of his research

he walked across Australia from Melbourne to the Gulf of

Carpentaria following the explorers' faded footsteps.

Dave has published several papers about the expedition,

presented widely at conferences, and is webmaster of

the comprehensive digital archive 'Burke and Wills Web',

and the State Library of Victoria's expert at the 'Burke

and Wills Research Gateway'. Dave published a book

Following Burke and Wills across Australia for those

wishing to retrace Burke's journey.



Burke is generally regarded as having lacked in previous

exploration experience. He made many mistakes by

dividing his party several times as well as not treating his

men properly, but there can be no doubt that he

displayed great physical and personal courage as well as

perseverance in the pursuit of his journey from Cooper

Creek to the Gulf and back.

James McCourt has degrees in History and Law. He has

been collecting Australian books for 50 years, with

emphasis on early voyages and land exploration, among

other areas. He has a special interest in the books and

other material relating to Captain Cook.

Speaker James McCourt

Topic Robert O’Hara Burke: Courage and Perseverance

Synopsis

Biography



History and heritage is preserved in many forms. One of

the most enduring is the medallic record. Communities,

societies and nations commission and strike medals to

preserve, in metal, individuals and events deemed worthy

of enduring record. In addition, nations issue postage

stamps which reflect the values and persona of the

country. The Burke and Wills expedition was the first to

traverse the continent from south to north; and has been

recorded in both the numismatic and philatelic record is

one of the most significant events in the colonial history

of the 19th century. Long after the Dig Tree itself has

perished, these two enduring repositories of Australian

history will endure as a witness of both the triumph and

troubles of that expedition.

Major General Professor John Pearn is a senior clinician,

based at the Queensland Children’s Hospital, in Brisbane.

A former doctor-soldier, he served on operational service

in Papua New Guinea, Vietnam and Rwanda, before his

appointment as Surgeon General of the Australian

Defence Force. A qualified historian, he is also the author

of many books and scholarly papers, principally focused

on Australian medical history. He is a long-serving

Councillor of The Royal Historical Society of Queensland

and has served on the Society's Dig Tree Committee

since its inception. He is the national Patron of the

Australian Numismatic Society.

Speaker Professor John Pearn

Topic Enduring Heritage: The Numismatics and Philately of

Burke and Wills

Synopsis

Biography



Speaker Aaron Patterson

Topic King, Kin and Country: Burke, Wills, King and

Yandruwandha

Synopsis Aaron will talk about the Yandruwandha people and

indigenous perspective of black interactions with the

Royal Victorian Exploring Expedition. He will discuss his

indigenous family connection to country and the

explorers John King, Burke and Wills and their interactions,

including John King fathering a Yandruwandha baby.

Biography Aaron Paterson is the great-grandson of Benny Kerwin,

who was raised by his grandfather Danpidli who met and

interacted with the explorers. Aaron grew up listening to

elders and their family stories of country, kin and

connection. Aaron was for 11 years employed as a

Prisoner Throughcare Officer and Court Support Officer

with ATSILS QLD.  He has a Diploma in National

Indigenous Legal Advocacy and is a graduate of

Nungalinya College, Darwin for Community Organising,

1996-97. He was a resident of Ngukurr, Roper River

aboriginal settlement, Arnhem Land, 1983.  He is currently

employed as a NDIS Disability Support Worker and Youth

Support Worker (children in residential care) under

Childsafety.



Speaker David Dodd

Topic Dr Hermann Beckler MD: A German Doctor in Practice in

Moreton Bay 1856-1858 and his Role with the Victorian

Exploring Expedition

Synopsis Dr Hermann Beckler arrived in Moreton Bay in 1856

ostensibly to provide medical support to the many

German immigrants flooding into the Moreton Bay region

of then New South Wales. Despite establishing a practice

in Ipswich and later in Tenterfield and Warwick, where he

operated a Pharmacy, these ventures failed;

‘commenting that the Germans were too poor to pay and

the Irish patients disputed any charges’. He became

interested in botanical collecting and this led to contact

with Von Mueller, Director of the Melbourne Botanical

Gardens, and he was sent collecting in the Mid North

coast of New South Wales. Association with Von Muller

led to Beckler’s appointment to the Expedition as

Medical Doctor and Botanical Collector and his

important, yet difficult role to this ill-fated Expedition will

be discussed.

Biography David Dodd writes articles on Australian History and

Antarctica where he spent two winters with the Bureau of

Meteorology. He has had a lengthy executive career in

educational administration in Victorian Universities,

Curriculum and Assessment, Specialist Medical College

and following retirement, was the Project Leader for the

150th anniversary of the Burke and Wills Expedition. He is

currently the Secretary of the Burke and Wills Historical

Society Inc. and enjoys exploring the Australian Outback.



Speaker Philip Castle

Topic Australia’s Most Ambitious Exploration of the 19th

Century: Courage, Perseverance, Bad Luck and

Foolishness

Synopsis The exploration of the Australian continent in 1860-61

from south (Melbourne) to north (the Gulf) and return was

at the time the most ambitious yet for the young white

settlers. While lavishly funded it was plagued with poor

selection of the leadership and team, poor planning,

inappropriate equipment and transport, ignorance of the

terrain and a failure to engage the indigenous peoples.

That it succeeded was remarkable; however in hindsight

it should have succeeded without the drama or loss of

life. Philip Castle will examine the expedition and

highlight the key results, both success and failures.

Biography Philip Castle is an amateur historian, having majored in

Australian history from the ANU. He has three degrees:

history and political science, journalism and professional

writing, and a research masters into PTSD and journalists.

He was formerly a print journalist, lecturer at QUT in

journalism and more recently a public speaker mostly on

Australian history, particularly our military conflicts. He

has previously presented on this topic and in 2015

travelled to the Dig Tree site and surrounding areas. He

has a long-standing interest in white explorers and is

directly descended from one of the explorers from the

Hume and Hovell expedition, hence his interest in the

Burke and Wills expedition.


